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I. INTRODUCTION

The ternary compound CuInSe$_2$ is a semiconductor with the chalcopyrite structure. This material is used in the absorber layers of solar cells with the current record values for conversion efficiency for photovoltaic devices (21.8% for laboratory size thin-film cells). The CuInSe$_2$-based solar cells are also known for their exceptional tolerance to high energy electron and ion irradiation. Ions of noble gases are convenient particles to study physical mechanisms of radiation damage generated by ion implantation because they do not form chemical bonds.

Rutherford backscattering (RBS) is an experimental technique which can provide reliable information on the elemental composition. Combining RBS with the ion channeling effect (RBS/C) by aligning the beam of high energy positive ions with low index axes of the lattice provides information on the near surface depth profile of the concentration of structural defects in the lattice. Such an alignment dramatically reduces the backscattered yield which then becomes very sensitive to the presence of structural defects and, in particular, to interstitial atoms blocking the channels, space between the strings of positively charged nuclei along low index axes in the host lattice, and causing excessive backscattering yield. These significantly increase the channeled backscattering yield allowing the RBS/C spectra to provide rich quantitative information on the type of atoms blocking the channels, their concentration, and concentration depth profile. The higher the structural quality of the host lattice the greater the amount of information that can be gained from the RBS/C yield from the defects. However, it is difficult to grow CuInSe$_2$ crystals with high structural quality because of the complicated phase diagram and not many reports demonstrate the application of RBS/C for analysis of structural defects in CuInSe$_2$.

In this study, we report on the use of the RBS/C technique to study depth resolved concentrations of defects, generated by different doses of a 30 keV argon ion beam, separately in the copper, indium, and selenium sublattices of high structural quality CuInSe$_2$ single crystals.

II. EXPERIMENT

A p-type conductivity CuInSe$_2$ single crystal with dimensions 2 x 1 cm and thickness of 2 mm was cut from the middle part of an ingot grown by the vertical Bridgman technique, from a near stoichiometric charge. The sample was mechanically polished with different grade diamond pastes and finished in a vibrating bath with 0.05 µm alumina slurry. The polished sample was etched in a 0.1% Br in methanol solution for 1 min, and then annealed in vacuum at 300°C to remove the selenium layer left at the surface due to the etch. The orientation of the crystal was established using x-ray Laue patterns prior to implantation. The surface of the sample was found to be within 5° of the (112) plane. After the surface preparation, the sample was implanted at room temperature with 30 keV Ar$^+$ with doses from 10$^{12}$ to 3 x 10$^{16}$ cm$^{-2}$ at ion current density 3 µA/cm$^2$.

In order to avoid unintentional channeling during implantation, the argon ion beam was set up about 3° away the ⟨221⟩ axis used for RBS/C analysis. Different doses were
implanted into stripes of 3 mm width. One area was left unimplanted to serve as a reference.

RBS/C measurements were carried out using 2 MeV He$^{+}$ ions in the normal incidence beam geometry and with a 168° backscattering angle. The energy resolution of this type of analysis is normally close to $\delta = 25$ keV which is equivalent to five channels in the RBS spectra or to 35 nm in depth terms for near-surface layers. Before each measurement, the absolute position of the RBS spectra was calibrated, so the absolute accuracy was close to 1–2 channels (equivalent to 7.5–15 nm in terms of depth). The homogeneity of the lattice was established by taking aligned spectra at various points across the surface prior to implantation. The aligned spectra were collected with the beam directed along the $\langle 221 \rangle$ axis. The random spectra were collected directing the ion beam 5° away from the $\langle 221 \rangle$ axis while slowly tilting the samples about this axis to avoid channeling effects from axes and planes. The random and aligned spectra in the crystal before implantation are shown in Fig. 1. The dechanneling parameter $I_{\text{min}} = Y_{\text{almin}}/Y_{\text{In}}$ (where $Y_{\text{almin}}$ is the minimum backscattering yield in the In related part of the aligned spectra and $Y_{\text{In}}$ is corresponding backscattering yield in the random spectrum) was found to be 6.2 ± 0.2%, where 0.2% is the statistical error of the mean value. The random and aligned spectra for doses from $1.5 \times 10^{15}$ to $3 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-2}$ together with one from the virgin area are shown in Fig. 2.

III. CALCULATION PROCEDURE

The RBS spectra from ternary compounds can be considered to be a sum of three separated RBS yields corresponding to the three atomic species. Each yield is shifted on the energy scale according to the element mass. In our work, we decompose these three yields from the total aligned spectrum of CuInSe$_2$. Channels above channel 328 in the RBS spectra are associated with In. The RBS yield from Se is shifted by about 21 channels to lower energies. Below the 328 channel, it is overlapped with the In yield. The Cu yield is further shifted by 15 channels and is overlapped by both the In and Se yields. Let us first consider the aligned spectrum of the virgin crystal shown in Figs. 1 and 3(a). The three surface peaks in this spectrum are associated with direct backscattering from Cu (the first element in CuInSe$_2$), In (the second element), and Se (the third element) atoms on the surface. The In part of the aligned spectrum before the In surface peak was approximated by a straight regression line $y_2 = x \times k_2 + b_2$ (where $x$ is the channel number whereas $k_2$ and $b_2$ are the line parameters) fitted to the experimental points of the linear part of the aligned spectrum between the In and Se surface peaks as shown in Fig. 3(a). Extrapolating the $y_2$ line, we can use it as the indium background which we can subtract from the total aligned spectrum in order to obtain the selenium yield. The accuracy of the selenium aligned yield includes the statistical error, calculated as the standard deviation of the number of counts assuming a Poisson distribution, as well as the error of the straight regression line $y_2$ extrapolating the flat part of the spectrum between the In and Se surface peaks. An error of ±12% is estimated for the normalized minimum Se yield. Extrapolating the $y_3$ line, fitted into the flat part of the aligned spectrum between the selenium and copper surface peaks, we

![Fig. 1. (Color online) RBS random (○) and aligned (□) for the ion beam oriented along the $\langle 221 \rangle$ direction) spectra in the CuInSe$_2$ single crystal prior to Ar ion implantation.](image)

![Fig. 2. (Color online) Effect of 30 keV Ar$^{+}$ irradiation on the RBS aligned spectra of 2 MeV He$^{+}$ from a CuInSe$_2$ crystal.](image)

![Fig. 3. (Color online) Linear approximation of an aligned spectrum of 2 MeV He$^{+}$ channeled along $\langle 221 \rangle$ (a) axis measured from the nonimplanted CuInSe$_2$ sample (a); normalized RBS aligned yields $y(d)$, from Cu, In, and Se after decomposition of the aligned spectrum (b).](image)
can further subtract the selenium background for the copper yield. The accuracy of the normalized copper aligned yield includes errors of the $y_3$ as well as $y_2$ lines resulting in an error of $\pm 23\%$. The accuracy of this decomposition procedure depends on the element mass and concentration deteriorating for lighter elements and lower concentrations. Therefore, in this paper, we primarily concentrate on results for the In and Se sublattices.

The random yields corresponding to different elements ($Y_{11}$, $Y_{12}$, and $Y_{13}$) were derived using the same approach. More details on the decomposition procedure can be found in Ref. 13. As a result, three normalized functions $\chi(x)_{vi}=Y_{ai}/Y_{ri}$ for each element $(i)$ were calculated for the virgin area of the crystal. The stopping cross section was calculated using the Bragg’s rule assuming the linear additivity of stopping cross sections for Cu, In, and Se in homogeneous CuInSe$_2$. Then, the channel number scale was converted into depth $d$ using the surface energy approximation which ignores changes of the stopping cross section within the depth of analysis (about 100 nm). Differences between the energy losses for channeling and nonchanneling ions were not taken into account. The dependencies of $\chi(d)_{vi}$ on depth for all the three elements are plotted in Fig. 3(b). It can be seen that the values are quite close, although $\chi(d)_{Cu}$ has a greater scatter.

Let us consider the aligned spectra of the argon implanted areas shown in Fig. 2. Separated aligned yields $Y_{ri}$ for the three elements from the Ar$^+$-implanted areas of the sample were obtained and then normalized by $Y_{r}$. The dependencies of $\chi(d)_{ai}$ on depth for all the three elements for the damaged areas were calculated. The depth available for this analysis depends on differences in the masses of the target elements and on the mass and energy of the ions used for the RBS probe. In the case of CuInSe$_2$ and a 2 MeV He$^+$ ion beam, such an element sensitive depth resolved analysis can be achieved for depths up to about 100 nm.

The normalized depth profiles $n_{ai}(d)$ of defect concentration for each element were derived from the normalized functions $\chi(d)_{ai}$ and $\chi(d)_{ri}$ using the common iterative calculation approach.$^{14}$ These profiles show what percentage of the atoms is randomly displaced from their lattice sites, where they block the channels and cause excessive backscattering. Concentrations of copper, indium, and selenium sublattice-related scattering centers were calculated on the assumption of a homogeneous distribution of the ion flux in the transverse plane of the channels. The calculations are performed assuming a multiple scattering mechanism approach with $n_{ai}(d)$ multiplied by an $x$-parameter, which is adjusted to bring the concentration profile at high depths (tail) of $n_{ai}(d)$ to zero. Such calculations, made without an adjusting parameter, lead to negative values in the tail, whereas the profiles calculated employing the single scattering model do not go to zero with increasing depth. If after the adjustment of $n_{ai}(d)$ the selenium and copper related concentration profile tails also go to zero, we can assume that all the three sublattices have similar types of defects. Otherwise the defect types in different sublattices have different dechanneling cross-sections suggesting different nature of the defects. For a more accurate calculation of the concentration profiles of damage we have to know the dechanneling of the defects in the damaged layer. These cross-sections depend on the defect nature and their locations in the lattice. Without this additional information, the derived values can be used only as a rough first order estimate of the defect depth concentration: namely, the concentration of copper, indium, and selenium atoms randomly displaced from their lattice sites. The absolute accuracy of such estimates can be quite low, for example, in the case of extended defects. Such defects have rather different dechanneling effects compared to arrays of randomly displaced scattering centers. However, this method can give interesting and unique information when used to estimate the amounts of accumulated damage. This method has previously been used earlier to calculate damage concentration depth profiles for the three sublattices in CuInSe$_2$ single crystals following 40 keV Xe$^+$ implantation$^{15}$ and after 2.5 keV H$^+$ implantation.$^9$

**IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Peaks, related to the lattice damage, can be seen in the aligned spectra after implantation of Ar$^+$ shown in Fig. 2. The above method is employed to derive the concentration depth profiles of scattering centers $n_{Cu}$, $n_{In}$, and $n_{Se}$ in the Cu, In, and Se sublattices, respectively. The In and Se profiles are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. Similar profiles for the copper sublattice are also determined but showed a high scatter and are not shown. The In-related depth profiles are adjusted to bring their tails to zero using $x$. The same value of $x$ was then used in the calculations of the selenium and copper depth profiles. However, their tails did not go to zero as shown in Fig. 5(b) for the highest dose of $3 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-2}$, suggesting differences in the defect nature for each sublattice or/and by deviations in the material stoichiometry caused by the implantation.

It can be seen in Fig. 4 that the concentration profiles of both In and Se consist of two peaks: (P1)—a narrow peak at the surface and (P2)—a wider peak at a depth of 40 nm. In the case of In profiles, which have a lower scatter, the shape

![Fig. 4](https://example.com/f4.png)
of these peaks can be well described by Gaussian curves. An example of Gaussian curve, fitted to the depth profile of In atoms after a dose of $3 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-2}$, is shown in Fig. 5(a). The width of this P1 peak is close to the depth-resolution. It implies that its shape has been considerably modified by the lack of resolution. Therefore, we propose to interpret the P1 peak as a result of an amorphous layer. This layer might retain a certain lattice symmetry, but the He$^+$ ions do not channel within it. The height of this P1 peak does not reach the random value because of a lack of depth resolution. Evolution of the accumulated damage related to P1, calculated as an area under the P1 peak for each dose, is shown in Fig. 5. The width of this P1 peak, fitted with Gaussian curves, was successfully fitted with Gaussian curves. Deconvolution of this curve, also shown in Fig. 5(a), results in a slightly reduced estimate of its full width at half maximum (FWHM) $W_{12} = 45$ nm. The evolution of the accumulated damage related to P2, calculated as an area under the P2 peak for each dose and element, is shown in Fig. 6.

The P1 peak can be attributed to the effect of preferential sputtering. A selenium deficient layer was detected after 5 keV Ar$^+$-sputtering of CuInSe$_2$ single crystals using Auger electron spectroscopy. An x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy study of CuInSe$_2$ single crystals sputtered using 0.5 keV Ar$^+$ revealed the presence of a indium layer with a copper deficient surface of CuInSe$_2$ (the ordered vacancy compound CuIn$_2$Se$_3$ and the binary phase In$_2$Se$_3$) under this layer.

The P2 peak is attributed to the effect of radiation damage created by Ar$^+$ ions at the end of the collision cascades. The concentration depth profiles of 30 keV Ar$^+$ in CuInSe$_2$ and radiation-induced vacancy distributions were calculated using the trm-code. The mean penetration depth for Ar$^+$ and the FWHM of the depth profile are found to be $R_{\text{Ar}} = 27$ nm and $W_{\text{Ar}} = 30$ nm, respectively. Radiation-induced vacancy depth profiles are calculated to be slightly shallower, with a maximum at about $R_{\text{Vac}} = 16$ nm and a FWHM $W_{\text{Vac}} = 42$ nm. The depth of the defect maximum is significantly smaller than the experiment value $R_{p2} = 40$ nm.

To explain the results, we propose a physical model. This model is based on the assumption of a high mobility of point defects in CuInSe$_2$ at room temperature. This assumption is supported by theoretical calculations of the defect formation energies in CuInSe$_2$ (Ref. 19) and experimental evidence of significant mobility of copper interstitials. The mobility of copper interstitial can be enhanced by thermal spikes, generated by energetic Ar ions. Theoretical estimates for thermal effects induced by 30 keV Ar$^+$ in CuInSe$_2$ predict that temperatures in the volume of a collision cascade can reach 1700 K during $10^{-11}$ s.

We speculate that Ar-implantation can form small bubbles, stacking faults, and dislocation loops. In CuInSe$_2$ single crystals, ion implanted with xenon bubbles have been observed by scanning electron microscopy. Transmission electron microscopy studies of CuInSe$_2$ crystals implanted with Xe$^+$ revealed high concentrations of stacking faults and dislocation loops.
According to TRIM calculations each 30 keV Ar ion creates 525 vacancies and interstitial atoms. Without healing, these defects should amorphize the layer between 6 and 24 nm from the surface after a dose of $10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$. But the first sign of damage is observed in the aligned spectrum after $1.5 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$. This can be taken to be evidence of the presence of effective healing processes in CuInSe$_2$ at room temperature. After $3 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$, the total damage is calculated to be $3 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-2}$, suggesting that only 10 out of 525 created defects per implanted Ar ion were left unhealed. At first sight, it seems remarkable that 98% of the damage can be self annealed at room temperature. But a more accurate consideration of this effect gives even more interesting results.

At this dose, only about 10% were calculated to be in the P1 peak, which is related to preferential sputtering, and the rest were found in the P2 peak, which is deeper than the TRIM-predicted depth for nonhealed defects and can probably be attributed to stacking faults and dislocation loops, suggesting that more than 98% of the primary defects recombined forming extended defects.

A similar model was developed earlier to explain the results of radiation damage, caused by Ar-implantation into CuInSe$_2$ single crystals, employing Raman scattering and RBS-channeling without a detailed consideration of defect depth profiles. It was suggested that damage is being healed during and shortly after the implantation but that the Ar ions, incorporated at high concentrations in the material, can cause breakdown of the lattice structure. Generally speaking, this model is confirmed by the present data. But the real physical picture of the effects of Ar ion implantation is found to be more complex.

The processes of healing of radiation damage in CuInSe$_2$ single crystals have been studied using transmission electron microscopy and electron diffraction in situ with bombardment of the samples with 300 keV ions of Xe$^+$. It was found that at room temperature such a bombardment cannot randomize the lattice whereas at 50 K a randomization can be achieved.

Although at room temperature implantation primary defects, vacancies and interstitial atoms, recombine the resulting structure, after this is not a perfect chalcopyrite lattice. The recombination generates antisite defects. A positron annihilation study of CuInSe$_2$ single crystals, irradiated with 2 MeV electrons, suggested the formation of antisite defects as secondary radiation defects at room temperature. Ab initio calculations for near stoichiometric CuInSe$_2$ suggest copper on indium site Cu$_{\text{In}}$ and indium on copper site In$_{\text{Cu}}$ as leading candidates for such antisite defects. The chalcopyrite structure requires ordered positions of copper and indium on the cation sublattice. Their randomization results in the sphalerite structure. The sphalerization of chalcopyrite phase transition takes place at a temperature below the melting point; therefore, the cation sublattice in CuInSe$_2$ always has a degree of randomization. The Cu$_{\text{In}}$ antisites at concentrations of $3 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$ were reported in nonirradiated CuInSe$_2$. Thus, high concentrations of the Cu$_{\text{In}}$ and In$_{\text{Cu}}$ antisites are likely to be present after the Ar implantation.

The evolution of the total damage accumulated in each sublattice ($\Sigma_{\text{Cu}}$, $\Sigma_{\text{In}}$, and $\Sigma_{\text{Se}}$) is shown in Fig. 6. The Cu, In, and Se related curves corresponding to the P2 peak are quite similar gradually saturating with dose. The In curve, corresponding to the P1 peak, does not saturate. This can be interpreted by the formation of an In-rich layer on the surface due to preferential sputtering of Se and Cu.

Evolution of the total damage generated by Ar is similar to that reported for Xe implantation, as also shown in Fig. 6. The Xe-related curve is shifted toward lower doses because of higher rates of damage and sputtering of Xe$^+$ compared to Ar$^+$. The characterization of single crystals of CuInSe$_2$, irradiated with 40 keV xenon ions using RBS/C, has previously been reported. The concentration depth profiles of Cu, In, and Se at room temperature. The evolution of the total damage accumulated in each sublattice ($\Sigma_{\text{Cu}}$, $\Sigma_{\text{In}}$, and $\Sigma_{\text{Se}}$) is shown in Fig. 6. The Cu, In, and Se related curves corresponding to the P2 peak are quite similar gradually saturating with dose. The In curve, corresponding to the P1 peak, does not saturate. This can be interpreted by the formation of an In-rich layer on the surface due to preferential sputtering of Se and Cu.

Evolution of the total damage generated by Ar is similar to that reported for Xe implantation, as also shown in Fig. 6. The Xe-related curve is shifted toward lower doses because of higher rates of damage and sputtering of Xe$^+$ compared to Ar$^+$.

The characterization of single crystals of CuInSe$_2$, irradiated with 40 keV xenon ions using RBS/C, has previously been reported. The concentration depth profiles of Cu, In, and Se at room temperature. The evolution of the total damage accumulated in each sublattice ($\Sigma_{\text{Cu}}$, $\Sigma_{\text{In}}$, and $\Sigma_{\text{Se}}$) is shown in Fig. 6. The Cu, In, and Se related curves corresponding to the P2 peak are quite similar gradually saturating with dose. The In curve, corresponding to the P1 peak, does not saturate. This can be interpreted by the formation of an In-rich layer on the surface due to preferential sputtering of Se and Cu.

Evolution of the total damage generated by Ar is similar to that reported for Xe implantation, as also shown in Fig. 6. The Xe-related curve is shifted toward lower doses because of higher rates of damage and sputtering of Xe$^+$ compared to Ar$^+$.

The characterization of single crystals of CuInSe$_2$, irradiated with 40 keV xenon ions using RBS/C, has previously been reported. The concentration depth profiles of Cu, In, and Se at room temperature. The evolution of the total damage accumulated in each sublattice ($\Sigma_{\text{Cu}}$, $\Sigma_{\text{In}}$, and $\Sigma_{\text{Se}}$) is shown in Fig. 6. The Cu, In, and Se related curves corresponding to the P2 peak are quite similar gradually saturating with dose. The In curve, corresponding to the P1 peak, does not saturate. This can be interpreted by the formation of an In-rich layer on the surface due to preferential sputtering of Se and Cu.

Evolution of the total damage generated by Ar is similar to that reported for Xe implantation, as also shown in Fig. 6. The Xe-related curve is shifted toward lower doses because of higher rates of damage and sputtering of Xe$^+$ compared to Ar$^+$.

The characterization of single crystals of CuInSe$_2$, irradiated with 40 keV xenon ions using RBS/C, has previously been reported. The concentration depth profiles of Cu, In, and Se at room temperature. The evolution of the total damage accumulated in each sublattice ($\Sigma_{\text{Cu}}$, $\Sigma_{\text{In}}$, and $\Sigma_{\text{Se}}$) is shown in Fig. 6. The Cu, In, and Se related curves corresponding to the P2 peak are quite similar gradually saturating with dose. The In curve, corresponding to the P1 peak, does not saturate. This can be interpreted by the formation of an In-rich layer on the surface due to preferential sputtering of Se and Cu.

Evolution of the total damage generated by Ar is similar to that reported for Xe implantation, as also shown in Fig. 6. The Xe-related curve is shifted toward lower doses because of higher rates of damage and sputtering of Xe$^+$ compared to Ar$^+$.

V. CONCLUSION

Ar-ion implantation of 30 keV into CuInSe$_2$ single crystal creates two layers of damage: (1) on the surface, caused by the preferential sputtering of Se and Cu atoms; and (2) at the layer of implanted Ar, possibly associated with stacking faults and dislocation loops. The damage is estimated to be less than 2% of TRIM-predicted defects, demonstrating the presence of highly efficient mechanisms of healing of primary implantation defects at room temperature.
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